
Helping you deliver
best-in-class events
At Silicon Brighton we pride ourselves on being at the
forefront of exploring, advancing, and delivering hybrid
events. Powered by innovative technology and our
collaborative ethos, we can help you deliver a world-class
experience to all attendees, however they choose to
participate.

Lockdown changed the way we communicate with one
another at work and within our communities. Now that
Covid restrictions have relaxed, we've seen a huge shift to
hybrid conferences, events and meetings. To help
businesses to stay relevant and connected, we're now
offering our expertise and professional equipment to hire.



Formats

TOWN HALLS
The cornerstone of company communication! A means to
keep employees up-to-date on important events and
milestones, discuss the coordination of company resources,
provide a clear understanding of company goals and
objectives, or simply motivate the troops. A Town Hall
affords the opportunity to deliver clear communications in a
time and space set aside for exactly that purpose.

TALKS
Holding a talk or knowledge-sharing session at your
company no longer needs to be confined to just the meeting
room on a specific date. A hybrid approach allows all
employees to participate, dial in from anywhere to watch,
engage with the speakers, chat with others in the room, or
catch up at a more convenient time through a recording
made available afterwards.

WORKSHOPS
Until recently workshops were impossible to deliver at scale,
requiring a high level of participation from both attendees
and available facilitators responding to their needs. Hybrid
technology addresses this, elevating the experience for
everyone. From adding collaboration and whiteboard tools,
to quizzes and polls, to elements of gamification, it delivers a
blended experience to engage all participants.

INTERNAL MEETINGS
The rise of hybrid meetings has been a game-changer for
businesses large and small. No longer are physical location
and time zone a barrier to effective brainstorming and
collaboration. By enabling participants to join remotely,
hybrid meetings provide a great experience for everyone
and guarantee the right business outcomes while reducing
time wastage and increasing accessibility.



HIGHER ENGAGEMENT
Broaden engagement opportunities with your
audience, not only during the event but in the
days and weeks that follow.

"We have used Silicon Brighton's AV
services for two of our quarterly company
offsites and the team have been fantastic.
Grace and Charlie were both incredibly
knowledgeable about all of the kit, making
it simple to adapt with any last-minute
changes and keep the sessions running
smoothly. They took a huge weight off our
shoulders by being a calm presence during
a busy day! Silicon Brighton as a whole
has enabled us to deliver in-person and
virtual sessions, meaning our wider,
international team can be included in our
events, which is an integral part of our
remote-first vision. We will most definitely
be using Silicon Brighton for future events
and are very grateful for all of their
support!"

Benefits

INCREASED REACH & ATTENDANCE
Remove restrictions on the size, location and,
in turn, participation of an event by providing
accessibility to attendees who cannot
physically be present. Staff from all over the
world can join!

REDUCE COSTS
Lower travel, venue, catering, and other
associated costs.

FLEXIBILITY
When circumstances stop speakers or
employees physically attending, hybrid events
save the day, allowing them to switch to virtual
participants, and avoiding costly setbacks!

OUR PLANET
Organise an event with a sustainable mindset,
allowing those concerned about reducing their
environmental footprint to join online, taking
action to decrease their carbon emissions, and
still enjoy a great experience.

Pricing
Silicon Brighton offer hybrid event
services and equipment rental, tailored
to every customer, from standard kit
hire and AV assistance to end-to-end
event management. 

Prices start from £495 per day
Don’t forget, Silicon Brighton Members
receive a discounted rate across all
packages!

Get in touch
Contact the Silicon Brighton team to
discuss your event and get a bespoke
quote:
contact@siliconbrighton.com

Mathew Prior, 
CEO Trusted Housesitters
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Professional presentation

High-performance, 6000 lumens
portable projector. Provides bright
and clear images.

Projector: Eiki EK-309W

Screen: Sapphire SFFS244RP10 Rapid Fold

ISF Certified and height adjustable.
Creates a perfectly flat projection
surface.

Crisp sound

2000-watt, powerful and versatile
speakers with unprecedented audio
quality.

Speaker (x2): QSC K12.2 Active 12" 2-way

Speaker Stand (x2): GRAVITY SP 5211 B

50kg centric load, height adjustable
from 1060-1920mm.



High quality capturing

Ultra-compact, 4K camcorders with
20x optical zoom lens. Produces
sharp, colourful and distinctive video
even in conditions with little to no
ambient light.

Camera (x2): Canon XA40 UHD

Tripod (x2): Manfrotto 290 XTRA

4 leg angle positions and adjustable
frame for total flexibility.

Wireless system with two
microphones. Delivers high-quality,
cutting-edge audio performance.

Radio Microphone: BLX1288/CVL Dual System

To capture recordings in superb
1080p60 HDR10 quality.

Video Capture Card: Elgato HD 60 S+ USB



Masterful mixing and output

4 mic/10 line inputs, 1 AUX (incl. FX),
1 stereo bus. Easy-to-use interface
for more precise control and
enhancement of your sound.

Mixer: Yamaha MG10XU 10-Channel console

Video Mixer: Roland V-1HD + professional

4 HDMI inputs/2 HDMI outputs,
picture-in-picture and split functions,
supports up to Full HD 1080p.
Makes it easy to connect and switch
sources with a push of a button.

15.6" Full HD display, 144Hz with
100% colour accuracy and 10th Gen
Intel Core. Pairs flexibility with
incredible power.

Laptop: Lenovo Legion 5i Laptop


